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Get Found
● iTunes gets over 45,000,000 views per month!
● Few podcasts are fully optimized to be found when iTunes 

is searched.
● This puts you at a huge advantage. 

1) Optimize Your ID3 Tags.
Your ID3 tags are the fields that people see when they look at your show. 

You'll find them under “Artist” “Album” etc. 
Utilize these as places to put relevant keywords so searchers will find
you. For example, John has the “Album” set as: “Entrepreneur On Fire | 
Seth Godin | Tim Ferriss | Pat Flynn...” etc.
This means that when people search for “Pat Flynn”, they'll find not only 
Smart Passive Income, but also Entrepreneur On Fire.

2) Mention And Link To Related Podcasts.
One highly underutilized feature in iTunes is the Related Podcasts 
section. If someone goes to Entrepreneur On Fire and looks at related
podcasts, they'll most likely find something that would suit them.
A great method to get more link juice is to mention other high ranked and
well respected podcasts in your show and link to them in the show notes.
When people go there and subscribe who are already subscribed to your
podcast, iTunes recognizes that as a related podcast.

3) Strategically Select Your Categories.
Categories are another simple way to optimize your podcast.
Dig around iTunes and see what kind of podcasts are ranking high for the
various categories. Analyze the competition. 
Categorize your podcast appropriately, but use your judgement as to 
which categories you'll be able to beat the competition. 

4) Use Descriptive Descriptions.
Episode descriptions will help listeners find topics that they're interested 

in, but they also provide further SEO capabilities. Be sure the keywords 
for that episode are listed in the description, and you'll rank higher.
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Did you find this guide helpful?

If so, please share it with a friend via:
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